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Focus Magazine

Visual History

Focus Magazine highlights an area of Maryville College
that is of interest to its diverse community which has
put certain visual parameters on the magazine. Namely,
it must be legible and attractive to an array of readers
while also representing the prestige and tradition of the
college itself. These parameters now face new

challenges. Specifically, the admissions and
advancement landscape has evolved while the
magazine’s look and layout have been unchanged for
more than a decade. Here, I update the magazine by
filtering its original parameters through modern
aesthetics in order to align with new institutional aims.
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Design Liabilities
Focus Magazine

Notes on internal spread pages 16-17

Notes on internal spread pages 10-11

One tendency in print design is to saturate the page
with information. This leads to decision overload and
fatigue in the reader. Designers then offset that fatigue
with images. The liability of this strategy is that it
unlinks the information from the visuals. The piece is
reduced to a quick glance. To combat this, the designer

should composite carefully and make base structural
decisions that will prevent overcrowding, maintain
visual rhythm connect concepts, and increase readerly
delight. Without a proper basic design system strategy,
an ad hoc approach of design can be a liability when
the expressed goal is reading and engagement.
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FocusMagazine

ProposedCoverDirections

Focus Magazine can meet the aforementioned goals
by adopting a modernist design system. The first
advantage is that modern trends are largely vintage.
So, the magazine can visually appeal to both older and
younger generations. What is old is new. The modern
form also provides a basic geometric layout that

provides clear sight lines and enhances legibility. By
adopting a system, the magazine can have a visual
language that links covers, spreads, and body copy in a
way that prevents ad hoc decisions. This provides
design continuity and increases efficiency and
publication speed.

Proposed Looks for Site
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SpreadElements
Focus Magazine

Internal Spread Redesign pages 16-17

Internal Spread New Design

Internal spreads continue the modernist approach. At
first, some layout features may not seem significantly
different from the originals. Some things cannot be
different given the requisite page sizing, content
demands, and image forms. What is distinct in this

redesign, however, is that a modular layout maximizes
white space, redistributes images, and makes body
copy feel less overwhelming. Properly balancing the
material invites the reader to feel confident and
prompts them to move forward for more insights.
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DesignDiscernment
FocusMagazine

Emulating retro photo magazine with “title block”

12 point baseline modular grid for clear “focus”

Viewfinder overlay for internal conceptual consistency

Vintage filters and aperture icon as “focal” gestures
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I directly leveraged the name and purpose of the
magazine to construct my design system and its
elements. “Focus” is applied to images and icons as a
way of accentuating the magazine’s goal in
highlighting areas of interest. Design can be a black

box for non-designers which makes designs subject
to oversimplified judgements. Instead, designs are
decisions and should be measured by the goals that
shape them. Design is at its best when subtle changes
are unnoticed and the composite goal is reached.


